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Chapter 1 : Project MUSE - Relations of Literature and Science,
/ Udo Weilacher --Ecological and aesthetic aspects of succession on derelict industrial sites / JÃ¶rg Dettmar --The
metabolism of a society and its aesthetic design / Werner Schenkel --Towards an aesthetic of diversity / Timothy Collins
--Art and science: perspectives and ways of an ecological aesthetic / Herman Prigann --Ecological aesthetics.

Environmental Restoration Disposal Facility Vitrification Chemical Injection collected from the leaking tanks
nearby. This high-level radioactive waste will be processed via vitrification at the Hanford Tank Waste
Treatment and Immobilization Plant still currently under construction on-site. Vitrification is effectively the
glassification of nuclear waste. This method, pioneered at PNNL, is intended to be the ideal method of
rendering nuclear toxicity containable and inert. However, worries persist whether the plant will be able to
convert high-level liquid nuclear waste into glass at an industrial scale. As of , only low-level waste has been
permitted for undergoing vitrification. This process is also supposed to help blend the ERDF cells back into
the landscape. Once complete, ERDF will require permanent, continuous management to ensure that waste
does not breach the disposal cells. Standing on the boundary of the Hanford site, trenches, burial grounds, and
ERDF blend in with the landscape veiling the profound and detrimental impacts production has had on the
landscape. The securitization of Hanford prevented development thus allowing for a preservation of species
that now equals the largest in-tact shrub-steppe ecosystem in Washington Fish and Wildlife Service. Accessed
January 18, Accessed May 9, The role such a research park is to allow for sustained study of how radiation
moves through and impacts the environment. Exposure produces disparate effects; each body a distinct
expression of nuclear contact. Online by Gerhard Peters and John T. Woolley, The American Presidency
Project. Accessed June 01, Princeton University Press, Wild and Scenic Wasteland: Conservation Politics in
the Nuclear Wilderness. Environmental Humanities, 7 1 , Boundary making and spatial designation can be
argued as the means by which the DOE is recruiting nature to do what it cannot - conveying a narrative of
resilient healed landscape This area will eventually be included as part of the Reach and, while managed by
USFWS, it will still be owned by DOE thus allowing continued resource extraction as needed. While the site
appears as if it is being mended, healed, and left for nature, the Comprehensive Land Use Plan establishes that
the site will still very much continue to work: Territorial inscription through political designation allows the
DOE to keep human and natural worlds cleaved apart by creating a selective political ecology that utilizes
nature as a universal metabolizer, ultimately as a receptacle, to hold human produced toxins. University of
Washington Press, The creation of the Reach curiously means that government Utility routes leading into
Hanford have restricted access. The ecologies of nuclear territories present a curious paradox where space is
understood as reclaimable, where production by-products can either be managed sufficiently or have been
appropriately digested and dispersed by their environments. These often vast swathes of territory, demarcated
for security within and relative safety of those outside create large buffers of space that can be mistaken for
being wild. But Hanford, like myriad other military nuclear zones, are voraciously toxic and full of novel,
synthetic human-made substances persisting in soils, groundwater, plants, and wildlife. The ecological
systems of Hanford have been leveraged to assist in the metabolization of nuclear waste into a permissibly
discursive network of toxicity through food chains Strangely, environmental management through political
designation allows for ecological integrity to be predicated and organized around its toxicity. The ecology of
nuclear territories might aesthetically present itself as believably natural, or at least relatively untouched
territory to the uninformed visitor, but the digestion of nuclear byproducts by earth, air, water, and
decomposition and digestion through the food web points to the discursive and distributed realities of altered
ecological systems. Such systems end up being leveraged through political designation as territories of
environmental reclamation that either prove the resilience of nature to withstand our abuses or verify our
perceived prowess to master nature and safely organize materials in anthropocentric ways. Slow Violence and
the Environmentalism of the Poor. Harvard University Press, However, it is more accurately a landscape rife
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with movement whose lack of fixity is masked and compounded by the persistent threat of unsecured and
unmonitored material re-organization on the scale of both geologic time and nuclear half-lives.
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Chapter 2 : Ecological art - Wikipedia
Amongst the 17 authors are Jacques Leenhardt (F), Massimo Venturi Ferriolo (I), Udo Weilacher (D), Malcom Miles
(GB), Tim Collins (USA) and Jochen Boberg from the MD Berlin with whom this book is co-produced.

Banned on the Hill 17 May, Hugo, Pieter. Cattle, children, men, women, and e-waste coexist. Munich,
London, New York: Page One Publishing, Feb , 1st edition. Available for downloard in pdf format at www.
Prestel Verlag and Society for Cultural Exchange: Munich, London, New York, Includes an historic timeline
of Fresh Kills, essays, illustrations of projects and project descriptions. The Time is Now: Public Art of the
Sustainable City. Winning entries, a selection of proposals from the competion, jury profiles and glossary.
Possible Worlds; Michiel van Raaij. The Art Underneath Technology; Prof. The New Press, Using her
"collage aesthetic" of images and narrative first used in a previous work, Lure of the Local the noted author
and critic abandons the construct of landscape and focuses on the "down-and-dirtier" aspect of land use in the
Western United States. Read an interview with the author about the book: Digital Culture, Climate Change
and the Poles. A chapter outlining a brief history of "newer environmental art" with sections entitled Origins;
Reclamation Art and New Environmentalism. Includes discussion of some influential players in art, science
and philosophy. Environmental and related socio-political issues are discussed throughout other chapters of
the book: Ecocritical Readings of American Animated Features. University of Nebraska Press, A
Demonstration of Interdependence? Filmography; bibliography of works cited; index. Twylene Moyer and
Glenn Harper, eds. Distributed by University of Washington Press, Learning for Sustainability in Times of
Accelerating Change. Wals and Peter Blaze Corcoran, eds. Reorienting Science and Society, Part 2:
Reconnecting People and Planet; Part 3: Reimagining Education and Learning. Ecologies, Environments and
Energy Systems in Art of the and s. The MIT Press, Publisher summary here, Table of Contents: Land Art,
Minimalism, and the Whole Earth. The Art of Processing: Anti Form, Energy and Ecological Materiality 4. A
Brief Moment in History of Photoenergy: The philosophy and practice of walking and mapping explored
through global contemporary artists of performance, dance, writing, visual, sound arts, electronics, cinema and
video. Nature, The End of Art: Distributed by New York: Eco Art in Pursuit of a Sustainable Planet. Berkeley,
Los Angeles, London: University of California Press. A survey and study guide to 20th and 21st century
artistic approaches to the living environment. Surrey, England; Burlington, VT: A scholarly survey and
in-depth analysis of how the work of public art pioneer Patricia Johanson evolved from a primarily visual and
conceptual landscape design approach to a focus on the co-existance of human and other-than-human nature
and "living energy" systems. Art and Art History: An association of people from all walks of life. Web site of
the much respected and prolific author, philosopher and architect listing his publications to date and other
projects and insights. Research and writings pursue sustainable living, humane architecture and wholeness
thinking. A Cultural Ecology Handbook. Arts Council England, Abbeville Press, 4th ed. Global
Transformations and the Changing Politics of Art. Lanham, Boulder, New York and Oxford: Of note is a
chapter on Art and Ecology the integration of art into life and critical for survival. Art and the Landscape of
the Sixties. University of California Press, Secular Virtues -- Mediating Middle Earth: Zoomorphism in
Princess Mononoke. The return of the repressed environment ; Zoomorphism ; Possession ; Consideration -The Blue planet: Virtual Nature and Natural Virtue;. The Perfect storm and Whale Rider. Give Me Liberty or
Eco-feminism and the Public Sphere;. Green Media and Global Contex;. Mediating ; Distribution ; Agency.
Durham, Jimmie and Alves, Maria Thereza. Artistic Identity in the Western Hemisphere. Art in
Environmental Design: About the rebirth of a world view -- Heike Strelow. A dialogue with ongoing
processes -- Massimo Venturi Ferriolo. Landscape ethics -- Jale Erzen. Ecology, art, ecological aesthetics -Vera David. Poetic spaces -- Herman Prigann. Prologue--thoughts about nature -- Amy Lipton und Patricia
Watts. Materials -- Peter Finke. On the heritage of nature in culture -- dialogue between Jacques Leenhardt
and Herman Prigann. Ecological aesthetics or aesthetic ecology -- Udo Weilache. Ecological aesthetics in
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landscape architecture today? Ecological and aesthetic aspects of succession on derelict industrial sites -Werner Schenkel. The metabolism of a society and its aesthetic design -- Timothy Collins. Towards an
aesthetic of diversity -- Herman Prigann. Ecological aesthetics of river ecosystem restoration -- Malcolm
Miles. The Johns Hopkins University Press, Landscape architect and scholar examines waste landscapes in
America in historic and cultural contexts. Wastewater Gardens; Challenges for Thought and Action.
Collaboration in Art from Conceptualism to Postmodernism. University of Minnesota Press, Art by Long
Distance: Memory, Ruins, and Archives: Anne and Patrick Poirier. Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton
Harrison. Marina Abramovic and Ulay. Interviews with Environmental Artists. State University of New York
Press, The author interviews some well-known artists who work in the environment or with the environment
as a theme. Artists works are illustrated by some good black and white photographs.
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Chapter 3 : Ecological Aesthetics: Art In Environmental Design: Theory And Practice by Herman Prigann
Numerous tendencies in landscape architecture, science and theory have driven research and landscape transformation
for over thirty years. Approaches as different as Ecological Aesthetics, Art in Nature, Ecoart and Reclamation Art are
united by a search for dialogue with natural processes.

This problem would be germane only to those of us in the business of art exhibitions if it did not also speak to
the ways in which we as a society and as individuals consume resources in an increasingly globalized sphere
of interactions. These days, we order furniture produced on the other side of the world and have the pieces
shipped to us from distant warehouses, eat produce grown on different continents, and buy clothes made from
fabrics woven and tailored across the globe. The artists in Beyond Green: Toward a Sustainable Art bring
these questions into the production and circulation of their own work. We thank them for creating a
remarkable array of projects and for sharing them through this exhibition. These artists offer counterpoints to
established forms of environmentally conscious art: Others propose small-scale, alternative modes of living.
Still others incisively highlight the problems and contradictions of the very discourse of sustainability. Absent
from Beyond Green are more familiar forms such as community gardens, planning projects, or public art.
Though all of the artists have, in fact, worked site-specifically, with particular communities, ephemerally, or
outside the boundaries of art museums, the works presented in Beyond Green demonstrate a specific curatorial
choice to feature another side of these practices: The curatorial approach to Beyond Green thus brings
recyclingâ€”one strategy of sustainabilityâ€”into the world of art. Collaborationâ€”another critical element of
sustainable livingâ€”has permeated all levels of planning for Beyond Green. This complex exhibition has
required intense levels of collaboration among curator, artists, and many others, and we thank Stephanie Smith
for her curatorial vision and dedication as she knitted together not only the content of the show, catalogue, and
accompanying programs, but also the networks of people and relationships that have shaped Beyond Green.
Likewise, the partnership between the Smart and Independent Curators International has enabled us to
leverage resources to make possible the exhibition, tour, and catalogue as well as related programs. In
Chicago, where this project initially took shape, we benefited from the early involvment of several individuals,
groups, and university departments. Without them, most of the programs presented in conjunction with
Beyond Green in Chicago would not have been possible. None of this would be possible without the support
of visionary funders. Goldsmith Foundation, and the Richard H. We also thank the Arts Planning Council at
the University of Chicago for encouraging greater involvement by university students through their grant. We
offer them our deep thanks. We also thank Susan and Michael Hort for lending work to the exhibition. We
also thank those who made special contributions to this catalogue. His essay allows us to consider the ideas
put forth in the exhibition within the context of an expansive framework of social, ecological, and political
involvements with sustainability. Jason Pickleman of JNL Design translated the concepts of the exhibition into
graphics and catalogue, providing a visual identity to the project as it travels. From the beginning, he
understood and embraced the challenges of designing a book that articulated sustainable design in both form
and content. Greg Nosan provided excellent editorial guidance. Many individuals on both our staffs have
contributed their professional skills, creativity and enthusiasm to planning, fundraising, catalogue production,
presentation, programming, and touring. At iCI, we thank director of exhibitions Susan Hapgood, former
exhibitions associate Amy Owen, exhibitions assistant Ramona Piagentini, registrar Beverly Parsons, and
intern Erica Hope Fisher for their management of this complex exhibition, catalogue, and tour; director of
development Hedy Roma and development assistants Hilary Fry and Katie Holden for skillful fundraising
efforts; and communications coordinator Sue Scott for her public relations work. Finally, we extend our
warmest appreciation to the trustees of the Smart Museum of Art and of Independent Curators International
for their continuing support, enthusiasm, and commitment to our respective institutions. They join us in
expressing our appreciation to everyone who recognized the importance of this project and gave generously in
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so many ways to ensure its success. This exhibition is an especially appropriate collaboration for our two
institutions, as it draws on a shared commitment to presenting significant developments in contemporary art in
relation to current cultural trends and issues. It continues a series of exhibitions organized by Stephanie Smith
for the Smart Museum of Art that explore critical art practiceâ€”conceptual and socially engaged work
involving multiple constituencies, sites of production, and strategies for collaboration. Beyond Green builds
on these histories by introducing us to exciting artistic developments and providing a new way of seeing art
within a framework of sustainability. Even as they speculate in other disciplines, the works in Beyond Green
can be best understood as artwork, not as design, architecture, or activism. They are for the most part
provisional rather than practical, polemical and opportunistic rather than reasonable. Some can be used to
effective ends, but ultimately they offer us a playful and yet entirely serious meditation on how we can use the
resources at hand to sustain responsible living. This emerging strategy emphasizes the responsible and
equitable use of resources and links environmental and social justice. Beyond Green explores some of the
ways in which contemporary artists also grapple with this impulse to build a more sustainable future whether
or not they think this is actually possible. This exhibition does not survey all such efforts. Rather, it calls
attention to a florescence of recent art making that resonates with the considerations at the heart of sustainable
design. They work in an expanded field, blending art, activism, and design to varying degrees. A few years
later, a new logo cropped up at gas stations around the city: This trend toward the greening of corporate
practice, civic policy, and consumer desire has continued at a rapid pace. New advertising campaigns
promoting ecoconscious corporate practices are rampant, and on a more personal level, we can purchase all
kinds of goods for a green lifestyle much more easily than we could just a few years ago: What to make of all
this green? Its return to relatively mainstream fashionâ€” especially after a stretch through the s and s when
environmental concerns languished at the fringes of social attentionâ€”might seem purely positive. However,
if detached from a broader set of pragmatic and ethical considerations, green practices might be just another
trend: Green tactics only address one strand of a complex problem. It grows out of a broader set of policies
and theories about sustainability that have developed over the past three decades. To meld two of the
definitions that design historian Victor Margolin provides in his essay in this catalogue, sustainability involves
meeting the needs of the present without sacrificing the capacity of future generations to meet their own needs,
and doing so with equal attention to social and environmental justice. Sustainable design puts such thinking
into practice by reimagining the ways we live and the stuff of daily life: In doing so, it utilizes many
established elements of green design, such as the use of recycled materials and renewable energy sources. But
to reiterate, sustainable design posits that a purely green approach, which considers environmental questions in
isolation from other factors, is incomplete and ineffective. Ethics have to be considered, along with a
pragmatic attention to the entire life cycle of any designed thing from its production, through its useful life, to
its disassembly and whole or partial reuse. Whether or not the artists in Beyond Green directly refer to these
predecessors, their work must be considered in relation to and in distinction from them, and one key difference
concerns this issue of site specificity. Many of the Beyond Green artists have worked in such modes, which
remain a rich part of contemporary practice. Such works might have a generative connection to a particular
spot, but they can mutate and adapt over time and in new places. Additionally, many address the contested
spaces of contemporary cities and towns and thus might be seen as extending that strand of environmental
work that emphasizes populated places rather than remote ones. In addition to site-specific and
environmentally focused predecessors and parallels, the artists of Beyond Green should also be considered in
relation to two aspects of European and American art during the s that have an even more direct relationship to
their work: Critical practice in art can be defined as an ethically based, conceptually grounded approach that
addresses the social sphere from a position of critique and does so by embracing process as well as product
and involving multiple constituencies, sites of production, and strategies for collaboration. As artist and critic
Dan S. Wang writes, A sustainable art? One can easily see how this sort of design might affect daily life. But
how does it resonate with art making and particularly with the art presented in Beyond Green? At any given
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moment, artists have access to a relatively limited set of visual languages and conceptual strategies, picking up
on or pushing against them. These must be considered along with the broader cultural contextâ€”the
widespread desire for a more sustainable futureâ€”mentioned earlier. During the s and early s, large numbers
of artists began favoring ideas over objects and devising works for sites other than gallery and museum spaces.
Growing out of this shift, and in tandem with wider phenomena such as the lingering effects of s
countercultural experiments and a growing sense of urgency around environmental problems, some artists
began to pursue land art: Earthworksâ€”one variety of land artâ€”consisted of works sculpted in and in fact,
from remote or pastoral landscapes and often made no obvious environmental claims. These questions or
challenges might be presented in general terms or with respect to a particular social detail or situation. This
aspiration can be described as inherently critical, because the inescapable implication is that a world with
different social arrangements, behaviors, or both is possible. That desire recurs again and again in art, but it
finds varied manifestations among different generations and situations. As indicated above, collaboration has
been an especially important vehicle. Equally important has been the spread of conversational and relational
ways of working that derive their meaning in part from interactive processes. The latter have yet to be
adequately addressed by historians and critics, but some important attempts have been made: The latter strand
of practice has been especially important for Beyond Green. In many ways the ascendancy of design and the
rise of critical practice in art have been distinct developments; many artists exploring design as a site of
investigation have no interest in engaging social questions, and many others working in a relational manner
have little investment in making objects. The convergence of these two strands can provide rich opportunities
for artists to create satisfying visual forms that provide new ways of embodying critical practices. Beyond
green and into the museum So what can we gainâ€”or loseâ€”by bringing these hybrid practices together
within the particularly powerful framing space of the museum? For museums to remain relevant, they must
make space for projects that productively explore the tensions between the world "out there" and the protected
precinct of the museum through works that provide rich experiences for visitors. In all its hybridity and
occasional messiness, such work extends the boundaries of contemporary art in important ways. Museum
exhibitions provide a means of introducing this work to wider audiences and, with luck, of securing a place for
it within official records of art history. On a more practical level, through the commissioning of new projects
and other kinds of support to artists, museum exhibitions can provide material resources and recognition that
may be useful to the artists as they pursue their own independent projects. Museums can themselves be
strengthened by stretching to accomodate such art. Practices that perforate the boundary between the museum
and the rest of the social sphere can make even the famously difficult white cube more responsive to current
art and enticing to visitors of all kinds. When practitioners from different backgrounds come together to
participate in exhibitions and accompanying programs, the museum becomes a platform from which to sustain
existing networks and to create new ones. The art presented in Beyond Green was for the most part planned
with a dual commitment to its discursive and speculative function within the museum and its application in
other arenas. Indeed, other works that might fall under the heading "sustainable art" would not could not be
appropriately housed in museums. Still, it is worth presenting works like these in spite of what is lost; the
benefitsâ€”not the least being the potential for institutional changeâ€”outweigh the risks. Who knows what
will come next, and whether sustainable design will have a lasting impact on art making, museum practice,
and the social sphere. Still, I find it heartening that space seems to be opening up both within the wider culture
and inside the art world for practices that feel hopeful. Ironic detachment has its benefits and indeed, appears
within some of the works in this exhibition , but earnest engagement has a place and is finding expression
within complex, experimental forms of contemporary production. The trick, of course, is not only finding
ways to enact change in large and small ways but also finding the creativity, courage, and resources needed to
sustain it over time. Wang for sharing their responses to this text. Community and Communication in Modern
Art Berkeley: University of California Press, Press de Racel, That same technology helped Death of
Environmentalism: Hunter Lovins, Natural Capitalism:
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Chapter 4 : Conceptual Design/Info Arts Links
Because culture is part of nature, " within art, an 'ecological aesthetic' would be a reflexive, socially and environmentally
shaping activity ", argued Herman Prigann [17].

She was thirty-seven years old. Honi was granted tenure in the Philosophy Department at the University of
Colorado, Denver the spring before she died, and a library has been established in the Philosophy Department
there in her name. This book is the last work to which her name will be attached, and its publication was very
important to her. In fact, this anthology was her idea. Communication among members of the Institute was
greatly facilitated by an embodiment e-mail list that NEH set up for us. Honi and I continued the friendship we
had begun at the Institute on e-mail, and she asked me to co-edit the volume with her. It was through the
e-mail list that we learned of the death of one of the guest speakers at the Institute, Professor Samuel Todes
Philosophy, Northwestern University , shortly after the summer was over. I remember our surprise over his
death; none of us, including Sam himself, had realized that he was already dying of cancer during those
wonderful summer days. When I saw her there, she was her usual buoyant, defiant self, despite the fact that
she had lost a substantial amount of weight and was unable to taste the food that she ate. This was because her
cancer was located in her throat and neck and her mouth had been scorched by the chemotherapy, leaving her
desire for good food intact, but making her unable to enjoy it since everything she ate tasted burnt despite its
tantalizing smell. Nonetheless, Honi was jubilant at feeling strong enough to come to a professional
conference, and she was hopeful that the chemotherapy had succeeded in eradicating all traces of the cancer.
Since we were in regular touch with one another about the volume, I was hardly prepared for what it
contained. Characteristically, she began by inquiring about me and then about the status of the essays we had
solicited for the volume. Her doctors had discovered another tumor, requiring another round of chemotherapy
as well as the removal of her jaw. Here is what she said: Right now I feel really strong and defiant about all of
this. I am going to fucking fight this thing! And I know that working helps me to get through this, so I am
hoping that I can still do whatever is necessary for this project. It looks like I would be having chemo starting
the week of the 20th [of July] and then I believe it would be 4 weeks until I have the surgery. But I will work
as long as I can. Even at this point, Honi was still hoping to write her own essay for the volume, a hope that
was cut short by her rapid deterioration after the jaw surgery. This was her intention, in her own words: I was
planning on revising a paper I have on the politics of cross-dressing for our volume, but now I am thinking
that I want to write about this experience. I want to write in a personal and direct tone, which is usually not
done in philosophy, but I think it is important, especially when we are talking about embodiment, to talk about
real embodied experience. I was overwhelmed by this message, by the despair so clearly expressed and
dismissed, and by her incredible determination to focus on the future, and what she still hoped to accomplish. I
encouraged her to write the paper. Honi, as those who also knew her can attest, never wanted sympathy.
Indeed, for a long time she did not want the contributors to the volume to know about her progressively
worsening situation. Eventually, however, she decided to send an e-mail message to our embodiment list. The
jaw surgery and additional round of chemotherapy had still not succeeded in eradicating the cancer and she
was down to her final hopeâ€”a radical drug treatment program at Sloan-Kettering Hospital in New York. I
think she figured that it was better to take the opportunity to speak in her own words about her condition than
to have us all get a message from someone else, as had happened with Sam Todes. This was her message: My
body, that real, fleshy, oozing body, is very much with me these days. This is usually a disease that attacks
tobacco chewing, old alcoholicsâ€¦sounds just like me eh? So there is no reason why this should be happening
to me, or why it should be so aggressive. I just underwent another major surgery in August and it is back
againâ€¦so now I am off to Sloan-Kettering in New York to see about some experimental protocol and I really
do not know what the future holds for me. I did want to let everyone know that despite all that had been
happening the embodiment book is proceeding smoothly and the articles are being re-read by readers at
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Routledge. With the exception of a couple of pieces all the essays are in and they look quite wonderful. I am
really excited about this collection! I wanted to state publicly how extraordinary Gail Weiss has been in taking
up the slack whenever I had to be dealing with medical issues. This collection really has a fairy godmother,
and it is she. Whatever the future holds for me, and whether or not I am able to see this project out, you can all
be assured that Gail will see it to the shelves. Please let her know if any of you could volunteer some time to
help her should she need it. But I did want to tell you, you know what they say about living a healthy life and
eating your greens, etc? Well I tell you: Throw the broccoli overboard, light the charcoal and that stogie, and
get out those shot glasses! The end of the message was classic Honi: And oh, the good news is, I did get that
early tenure! When her husband Larry Scott called me to say that she had died, he told me that she looked as
beautiful before her death as she had looked the day he married her. Your beauty always shone through. She
was passionate, energetic, and wild. Not only did Honi and I collaborate in selecting the essays that comprise
this volume, but all of the contributors played a crucial, ongoing role in determining the final shape of the
book itself. Since Honi became seriously ill quite soon after this project commenced, she was unable to
participate in many of the decisions that needed to be made in putting this collection together. The solicitude
of the contributors that I experienced in this very difficult situation, their patience with the inevitable delays
that resulted in the actual publication of the volume, and their continued offers of help in moving the project
forward, were all greatly appreciated. One of the most positive aspects of editing this volume for me has been
the number of friendships I have made through the process. I feel incredibly fortunate to have been able to
work with such fine scholars and wonderful people. Special thanks go to the two directors of the Institute: He
and I had a wonderful time in Denver looking over pictures of Honi to pick one for the Preface that would best
capture her maverick spirit and we were both happy with the result. I, too, would like to thank my family,
friends, and colleagues for supporting my work on this volume. My husband, Sam Brooke, deserves a medal
for seeing me through both this project and the simultaneous completion of Body Images: Embodiment as
Intercorporeality Routledge , and for assuming much of the burden of the care of our five small children the
last two of whom were born after this project commenced so that I could devote myself to making yet another
pressing xi Acknowledgments deadline. Working in such a congenial department has provided me with many
colleagues to turn to when I needed advice or just someone to vent to when I was feeling overwhelmed. I
thank all of them for providing me with encouragement and a stimulating intellectual atmosphere which
emblematizes the very best of what the academy has to offer. Mancini, and the production staff at Routledge
for guiding this volume so skillfully through the publication process. I am also indebted once again to Valerie
Hazel for her expert work on the index. Their confidence in the volume matched our own, and the book could
not have been produced without their arduous work behind the scenes. Contemporary critical explorations of
the body cut across disciplines and have become occasions for questioning the rigidity of disciplinary
boundaries themselves. This current, interdisciplinary discourse on the body is producing its own corporeal
effects in both theory and practice. The present collection was inspired by a National Endowment for the
Humanities summer institute on embodiment directed by Professors Hubert Dreyfus and David Hoy held at
the University of California, Santa Cruz in This volume is itself indebted to the rich, interdisciplinary
discussions on embodiment that occurred during those eight weeks, not only within the seminar itself, but also
in our coffee breaks, afternoon reading groups, and evening gettogethers. The essays included here offer
several different perspectives on what it means to be embodied in the late twentieth century. Despite
differences in approach, methodology, subject matter, and style, these perspectives are united in their attempt
to break down the binary opposition between nature and culture that has all too often been symbolized and
reinforced by an association of the body with nature and consciousness with culture. Together, these two
essays help to chart a course for future research programs in cognitive science. More specifically, Sanders
argues that psychologistJ. Considered jointly, Sanders claims these perspectives provide a way of talking
about the world that harmonizes with human experience, contemporary physics, and contemporary ecological
approaches to perceptual and developmental psychology. Thomas Csordas offers an historical account of the
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increasing attention paid to embodiment in contemporary anthropological theory. Csordas explores what
anthropology can offer to the development of an interdisciplinary cultural phenomenology of embodiment
through an examination of current anthropological literature on the expression of emotion, the experience of
pain, ritual healing, language, dietary practices, and political violence. The essays just mentioned comprise
part two of this volume, and collectively they reveal the foundational role the phenomenon of embodiment can
and must play in the further development of the human sciences. Part one addresses some of the distinctive,
corporeal challenges that human beings face on a daily basis, challenges that result from what might be called
the intersubjective politics of embodiment. The final section of this book, Rewriting the History of the Body,
begins with an essay by historian Martin Jay. In an earlier, major work entitled, Downcast Eyes: In particular,
Shepherdson claims that psychoanalysis offers an account of the Symbolic order that cannot be assessed
through either biomedical or sociohistorical models. Through its contestation of both naturalism and his
toricism, he maintains, Freudian psychoanalysis developed its own theoretical specificity and unique historical
position. More specifically, Shepherdson argues that sexuality cannot be understood psychoanalytically in
terms of the opposition between a biological sex and historical gender. These representations moved from
portraits of the dead to depictions of a scene of mourning which included the dead family member. Through
the establishment of this new disciplinary regime, both life and death were reconceptualized in mutually
exclusive terms. After establishing this historical configuration, he focuses on its recent disruptions by
contemporary medical techniques such as gene cloning and organ transplantation. Tierney concludes with a
critical examination of recent legal and bioethical debates that throw traditional assumptions about the subject
and the importance of selfpreservation into doubt and disorder. Together, these essays indeed offer a variety of
perspectives on embodiment. Read side by side, they reveal the endless complexity and richness of our
corporeal life. Rather than sum up a given field of study or even delin-eate its boundaries, the Introduction
very diversity of this anthology seeks to promote new perspectives on embodiment and new ways of thinking
about bodies. To do this, as these essays show, we must look back to previous traditions and normative
practices, forward to the future actualization of what are as yet only theoretical possibilities, and, most of all,
we must keep our focus on the present, the temporal dimension that alone allows us to incorporate both the
lessons we learn from the past and the hopes we have for the future. With the exception of Nietzsche,
canonical modern philosophers since Descartes usually take the first alternative for granted, if they think about
the body at all. In contrast, recent French thinkers like Michel Foucault and Pierre Bourdieu make strong cases
for taking the second hypothesis more seriously. Foucault and Bourdieu see subjectivity as extensively
constructed by social and historical factors that are below the level of consciousness and thus less transparent
to phenomenological introspection. They show to an even greater extent than their phenomenological
precursor, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, that much of our comportment is already built into our bodies in ways that
we do not and perhaps cannot attend to explicitly. Foucault is, of course, directly influenced by Nietzsche. For
both Foucault and Bourdieu the philosophical methods of their time were inadequate for the task of
investigating embodied social practices. The phenomenological and structuralist methods were too
unhistorical to do justice to the radical historicity of the body, and the dialectical method was too mechanistic
and eschatological.
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